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SUGGESTIONS

The Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality calls on the Committee on Foreign 
Affairs, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following suggestions into its motion 
for a resolution:

A. whereas women are more likely to be victims of sexual torture;

B. whereas female genital mutilation (FGM) constitutes a breach of the UN Convention 
against Torture;

C. whereas the UN Commission on the Status of Women called for a ban on stoning,
identifying it as a form of torture;

D. whereas the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary and arbitrary executions 
has stated that LGBT persons are ‘more vulnerable to violence and human rights abuses’;

1. Urges the EU to ensure, by means of aid conditionality, that third countries protect women 
and girls from torture; calls on the Council to suspend aid to countries practising torture 
and to divert aid to support victims; urges the Commission to ensure that all new Free 
Trade Agreements with third countries provide for strict obligations which safe-guard 
women; 

2. Stresses the continuing need for the EU to work with third countries to eradicate the 
practice of FGM; reminds those Member States with national legislation criminalising 
FGM that they must act on this legislation;

3. Supports a ban on stoning; stresses that it is a barbaric form of execution;

4. Condemns all forms of domestic violence, in particular honour killings, forced marriage, 
and dowry deaths; affirms that the EU must treat these as forms of torture;

5. Welcomes the inclusion by the International Criminal Court of gender crimes, including 
rape, sexual assault and humiliation, as forms of torture, and its recommendation that 
these crimes be considered war crimes;

6. Calls on the EU in its human rights dialogues with third countries to promote the 
prevention, investigation and prosecution of violence against women;

7. Expresses its concern at human rights abuses against presumed or actual LGBT persons;

8. States that the failure to separate transgender women prisoners from male prisoners in 
detention is both cruel and inhuman.


